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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNZ21HQjE0YzFwTWs?usp=sharing QUESTION 64Which two technologies

minimize or eliminate the need for STP in the data center? (Choose two.) A.    OTVB.    FabricPathC.    BPDUD.    vPCE.    VDCF. 

  MPLS Answer: BD QUESTION 65Which performance characteristic is least likely to require being addressed in the data center

solution requirements? A.    server virtualizationB.    desktop virtualizationC.    distributed computingD.    private cloudE.    power

efficiency Answer: E QUESTION 66Which item can be used as an alternative reconnaissance tool to the NetApp OnCommand

Balance application? A.    NetIQ PlateSpinB.    VKernel vOPSC.    Microsoft Assessment and Planning ToolkitD.    VMware

vCenter Orchestrator plug-inE.    Symantec Enterprise Security Manager Answer: A QUESTION 67Which design steps could be

considered optional? A.    auditB.    solution sizingC.    analysisD.    deployment provision Answer: A QUESTION 68Which

technology differentiates a data center designed around Cisco equipment versus another vendor? A.    NPVB.    NPIVC.    VSANsD.

   FCoE Answer: C QUESTION 69Which two characteristics are associated with the core layer of a Cisco Data Center Unified

Fabric network? (Choose two.) A.    no packet manipulationB.    QoS - policingC.    voice, data, and wireless convergenceD.   

scalable routing protocolsE.    provides default gateway redundancyF.    QoS - classification and queuing Answer: AD QUESTION

70The ANSI restriction that only 239 Fibre Channel domains are allowed per SAN fabric creates challenges for the designer

working on a Cisco Data Center Unified Fabric network.Which two approaches can the designer utilize to restrict the number of

Fibre Channel domains below 239? (Choose two.) A.    Daisy chain up to 100 core Fibre Channel switches, leaving 139 domains for

the network edge.B.    Assign a domain ID for each blade switch and top-of-rack access layer switch.C.    Use NPV to cause a fabric

or blade switch to appear as a host to the core Fibre Channel switch.D.    Migrate to FCoE to eliminate the need for Fibre Channel

domains.E.    Utilize VSANs to allow scaling well beyond 239 domain IDs. Answer: CE QUESTION 71Which three characteristics

are associated with the aggregation layer of a Cisco Data Center Unified Fabric network? (Choose three.) A.    no packet

manipulationB.    QoS - policingC.    voice, data, and wireless convergenceD.    scalable routing protocolsE.    provides default

gateway redundancyF.    QoS - classification and queuingG.    routing manipulation and filteringH.    aggregates end users Answer:

BEG QUESTION 72Which three characteristics are associated with the access layer of a Cisco Data Center Unified Fabric network?

(Choose three.) A.    no packet manipulationB.    QoS - policingC.    voice, data, and wireless convergenceD.    scalable routing

protocolsE.    provides default gateway redundancyF.    QoS - classification and queuingG.    routing manipulation and filteringH.   

aggregates end users Answer: CFH QUESTION 73Which protocol is best suited for connecting two data centers together? A.   

LISPB.    OTVC.    FabricPathD.    vPC Answer: B QUESTION 74Which statement about the Overlay Transport Virtualization

protocol is true? A.    It is IP-based functionality that provides Layer 3 extension over any transport.B.    The data plane exchanges

MAC reachability info.C.    The control plane protocol is IS-IS.D.    It supports FCoE. Answer: C QUESTION 75Which two devices

require a connection to an external switch for East-West switching? (Choose two.) A.    Cisco Nexus 3548B.    Cisco UCS 6248UP

C.    Cisco UCS 2208XPD.    Cisco Nexus 2232PPE.    Cisco UCS 6296UP Answer: CD   !!!RECOMMEND!!!    1.|2017 New
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